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Measurements by multiple X-ray detectors show transient emission of a 1 ls pulse of non-mono-

energetic �6 keV X-rays by a cold, dense MHD-driven plasma jet. Because the collision mean free

path is much smaller than the jet dimensions, the acceleration of particles to high energy was not

expected. The X-ray pulse occurs when the jet undergoes a kink instability which accelerates the jet

laterally so that a fast-growing secondary Rayleigh-Taylor instability is triggered which then breaks

the jet. The jet breaking is correlated in time with several other fast changing phenomena. It is pro-

posed that despite the short collision mean free path, an inductive electric field associated with this

breaking accelerates a certain subgroup of electrons to keV energies without any of these electrons

undergoing collisions. It is further proposed that after being accelerated to high energy, these fast

electrons are suddenly decelerated via collisions and radiate X-rays. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5054927

I. INTRODUCTION

Acceleration of charged particles to energies orders of

magnitude larger than the ambient thermal energy is a well-

documented but a mysterious feature of laboratory, solar,

and astrophysical plasmas. Examples are numerous and start

with the 60 year old observation in the Zero Energy

Thermonuclear Assembly (ZETA) device of neutrons1 ini-

tially interpreted as the by-product of thermonuclear fusion

reactions. However, doubt was quickly cast over this inter-

pretation as the ZETA plasma was shown to be only

10–102 eV, much colder than the required 104 eV tempera-

ture for thermonuclear fusion.2–5 More recent laboratory

examples include dense plasma focus devices which use a

transient magnetized plasma to produce small quantities

of neutrons6,7 presumably by the same mechanism that

occurred in ZETA. A transient burst of X-rays was observed

in association with Spheromak formation and was believed

to be associated with the pinching off of the plasma from

the gun electrodes.8 Other magnetic confinement devices

such as tokamaks produce super-thermal particles as well.9

Examples in nature also occur and include solar flares which

are transient, localized solar corona events that produce elec-

trons with energies up to 108 eV and ions up to 109 eV even

though the corona is only 102 eV or less.10–14 High energy

non-thermal particles and energetic photons observed in

astrophysical jets provide yet another example of production

of super-thermal particles in a natural environment.15,16

The common factors in these very different regimes are

that (i) charged particles are accelerated to energies orders of

magnitude larger than thermal, (ii) the process is transient,

(iii) magnetic fields and electric currents are involved, and

(iv) there appears to be some sort of instability. Mechanisms

such as runaway ions in small regions,17 creation of a deute-

rium beam,3 wave-particle resonance,11 stochastic motion,14

and Fermi acceleration18 were previously proposed, but mag-

netic reconnection is now thought to play a crucial role.19–21

Since the accelerated particles are significantly more energetic

than the thermal particles, the energy reservoir powering this

acceleration is unlikely to come from the thermal particles

and instead is presumed to come from the energy stored in the

magnetic field being released through magnetic reconnection.

It is not known why only a subset of particles are ener-

gized, how this subset is selected, and why this subset can be

accelerated in an extremely collisional plasma. We report

two striking experimental observations providing new

insights into this process: (i) short transient hard X-ray bursts

are consistently observed by multiple detectors viewing a

very cold, highly collisional, dense laboratory plasma jet and

(ii) a magnetic probe array measures an abrupt change in the

magnetic topology of the system. Both observations correlate

in time with a kink-instigated Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabil-

ity that breaks the plasma jet apart. The analysis of experi-

mental measurements indicates that the X-rays are likely

from Bremsstrahlung of a tiny subset of electrons accelerated

by a large inductive electric field in the breaking region. This

detection of hard X-rays emitted from a cold, dense colli-

sional plasma is remarkable because one would expect the

high collisionality to preclude acceleration of any particles

to high energies. The proposed mechanism is simpler than

the previously suggested mechanisms of Fermi acceleration,

shock acceleration, wave-particle resonance, stochastic heat-

ing, or exceeding the Dreicer runaway electric field. This

simplicity should make the process widely relevant.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II summarizes the

experimental parameters and sequence. Section III describes

the X-ray detectors and measurement. Section IV reports mag-

netic field measurements and shows that the form of the field

after breaking differs substantially from the form before.

Section V lists eight simultaneous, distinct phenomena taking

place when the jet breaks. Section VI compares the available

energy sources with the energy in the X-ray burst and esti-

mates the electric field strength from the observed X-ray

energy and the physical dimensions of the breaking region.
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Section VII discusses the underlying physical origin for the X-

ray burst and for all eight simultaneous phenomena. Section

VIII contains the conclusion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The Caltech jet experiment produces a cold, dense, colli-

sional low-b MHD-driven jet with an initial radius of a few

cm and a length increasing to several 10’s of cm in 30–50 ls.

As shown in Fig. 1, the jet is created in a 1.4 m diameter,

1.6 m long vacuum chamber which has a pair of coplanar,

concentric copper electrodes mounted on one end. The inner

disk electrode is connected to a capacitor bank, and the outer

annular electrode is connected directly to the ground allowing

for a potential difference of 3–6 kV to be applied across the

electrodes during discharge. The experimental setup and shot

firing process have been described in detail elsewhere22–24

and will be summarized here. First, a coil behind the electro-

des is energized, creating a dipole-like poloidal magnetic

field that links the inner and outer electrodes. Fast gas valves

then open and puff a gas cloud into the vacuum chamber

through eight radially oriented, equally spaced concentric

pairs of holes on the inner and outer electrodes. After gas

injection, the 120 microfarad capacitor bank establishes a

large potential difference (3–6 kV) across the electrodes. The

applied voltage ionizes the gas cloud in front of the electrodes

along the poloidal magnetic field lines from the coil. Electric

current driven by the discharging capacitor bank flows along

the eight plasma arches. Hydrogen, nitrogen, argon, and kryp-

ton gases can be used. A pulse forming network (PFN) is

used to sustain the jet for up to 50 ls.

Spectroscopic line ratios indicate nominal 2 eV electron

temperatures, while Doppler broadening of spectral lines

indicates similar ion temperatures.22 A laser interferometer25

indicates a nominal density ne ’ 3� 1022 m�3, giving a

nominal 0.6 lm electron collision mean free path using the

nominal temperature of T¼ 2 eV. A Z¼ 2 ionization state is

assumed based on spectroscopic measurements at the time of

the X-ray burst. A set of images showing certain key points

in the jet’s life cycle is shown in Fig. 2. A frame rate of 106

frames per second (FPS) was used to capture these images.

When the jet reaches a critical length at which the Kruskal-

Shafranov ideal MHD kink threshold is crossed, a fast grow-

ing kink instability develops and causes the jet to become

helical.24,26 The radially outward acceleration associated

with the exponential growth of the helical instability triggers

a Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) secondary instability23 which chokes

down the jet diameter at a sequence of short wavelength

interchange ripples. The kink is the large arch in Fig. 3(a),

and the RT instability is the set of ripples on the inboard side

of the arch. The electron and ion temperatures increase to 6

eV and 16 eV, respectively, at the time and approximate

location of the RT instability.22 High-speed imaging shows

that argon jets break up when the RT occurs as seen in the

image in Fig. 3(b), whereas hydrogen jets do not.23 This dif-

fering behavior is interpreted as RT-instigated magnetic

reconnection resulting from the RT instability choking down

the current cross-section to be smaller than the ion skin depth

c/xpi in the argon jet as indicated in Fig. 3(b) but not in the

hydrogen jet which has a much smaller ion skin depth.23

III. X-RAY BURST AND DETECTOR DETAILS

Four different detectors have been used to detect X-ray

emission from the jet. These are denoted as follows: (i) Dext,

a single-channel plastic scintillator mounted outside the

chamber, (ii) Dint, a vacuum-tight 7-channel plastic scintilla-

tor detector mounted inside the vacuum chamber, (iii)

Damptek, a commercial Amptek XR100 Silicon Drift Detector

mounted outside the chamber, and (iv) DCMOS, a windowless

CMOS camera mounted outside the chamber. The caption of

Fig. 1 indicates how the detectors are positioned. Dext, Dint,

and DAmptek have time resolution with minimal energy reso-

lution, while DCMOS has energy resolution but no time reso-

lution. The data from these four detectors show that a short

�10–6 s burst of non-mono-energetic X-rays is detected

between t� 24 and 40 ls at the same time as several other

distinct transient phenomena.

A. External detector, Dext

The one inch diameter cylindrical plastic scintillator in

Dext is wrapped by aluminum foil and then by black electri-

cal tape to block visible light. A 2.5 m light pipe carries scin-

tillated blue photons from the tapered end of the scintillator

to a photomultiplier tube inside a highly shielded box. The

photomultiplier is powered by batteries to prevent ground

loops. The electrodes are outside the field of view of Dext

and so cannot be the source of the X-rays, i.e., the X-rays

must originate in the plasma.

Figure 4 shows a sample dataset. The X-ray data from

Dext are shown in blue, and the voltage across the electrodes

measured by a high voltage probe is shown in black. At

FIG. 1. Experimental layout: the electrodes are shown in the center in

brown. The magnetic probe array can both move axially and rotate and is

shown oriented with the array spanning the center of the electrodes. DCMOS

is the small, black rectangular camera housing on the third flange from the

end. Dint is mounted next to it on the second flange; its scintillators are

housed in the cylindrical body inside the vacuum chamber, and the scintil-

lated photons are transmitted through optical fibers coming out of the black

tube through the flange. Dext is shown on the flange farthest to the right; it

was operated on the second flange currently home to Dint prior to its exis-

tence. For the drawing, Dext was moved one flange over. Damptek was oper-

ated on the far right flange where Dext is shown. An Imacon 200 high-speed

camera is positioned far off to the right and photographs through one of the

large side windows.
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t� 26.5 ls, Dext detects an X-ray burst and a nearly simulta-

neous 500 V jump appears across the electrodes.

The X-ray energy is estimated using Dext data from 75

consecutive shots with varying thicknesses of aluminum foil

placed in the X-ray path. To establish a reference, 20 consec-

utive shots were taken with no foil (other than the foil

wrapping the scintillator). Then, 20, 10, 20, and 5 shots were

taken with 86, 124, 173, and 297 lm of additional attenuat-

ing foil, respectively. Transmission fractions for the varying

thicknesses of foil were the least-squares fit with known alu-

minum transmission data as a function of energy.27 The best

fit was 5.8 keV with 4.3 keV lower bound and 6.4 keV upper

bound; this fitting is shown in Fig. 5. The Dext data by itself

do not provide sufficient information to tell whether the X-

rays are mono-energetic or not. Secs. III B and III D will dis-

cuss this in detail.

FIG. 2. Six false color images taken by

the ultra-high-speed camera capturing

at 106 frames per second from shot

18758, an Argon jet. The first image

(a) is 25 ls into the shot, and each sub-

sequent image is 1 ls later. (a) and (b)

show a kinked plasma that is accelerat-

ing radially outward. (c) and (d) show

fast-growing Rayleigh-Taylor ripples

superposed on the kinking arch. From

(c) to (e), the ripples get larger, and in

the microsecond between (e) and (f),

the ripples get so large that the plasma

breaks apart.

FIG. 3. Images of the argon plasma just before and after the RT instability in

a circuit diagram indicating the power electronics. (a) shows the plasma at

t¼ 29 ls into shot 18758 as a closed circuit when the RT instability has just

started. The plasma is undergoing lateral acceleration caused by the kink

instability. The RT ripples are indicated by the white arrows. (b) shows the

plasma and circuit 1 ls later at t¼ 30 ls, just after the RT instability has bro-

ken the jet to form an open circuit. A voltage LdI/dt appears across the gap.

FIG. 4. Dext X-ray signal (top, blue trace) and high voltage probe signal

(bottom, black trace) from shot 18854. The DV electrode is the voltage

across the electrodes measured using a high voltage probe. The very short

X-ray signal is coincident with a jump in the high voltage probe measure-

ment. (a) shows the full trace of both diagnostics. (b) is zoomed in for times

t¼ 23–30 ls bounded by the cyan box in (a).
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The histogram in Fig. 6 shows that the X-ray burst

appears to happen randomly between 24 and 40 ls. When

images from the high-speed framing camera and probe mea-

surements of the electrode voltage are compared to the tim-

ing of the X-ray pulse, a striking correlation becomes readily

apparent. The X-ray pulse does not occur randomly but

instead correlates with both the visual observation of the

plasma undergoing the RT instability breaking the jet and

also a transient jump of the electrode voltage. Figure 7 shows

this correlation between the times of the X-ray signal, the

transient electrode voltage jump, and visual observation of

the jet apparent breaking (i.e., dimming of visible light).

Figures 3(d) and 3(h) in Ref. 22 provide a more definite defi-

nition of the dimming. Figure 3(d) in Ref. 22 is a superim-

posed image of the jet with visible light in blue and EUV in

red, whereas Fig. 3(h) in Ref. 22 directly below it is purely

visible. Arrows in Fig. 3(h) in Ref. 22 pinpoint the locations in

the RT region where visible emission of the jet dims in

between consecutive frames. During this time, Fig. 3(d) in Ref.

22 shows a strong burst of EUV emitted from the same region.

The association of visible dimming with EUV emission is a

reproducible phenomena. The time when the plasma breaks

apart, synonymous with the visible dimming, is determined

using images taken with 250 ns interframe time, i.e., a capture

rate of 4� 106 FPS. Figure 7(b) here illustrates less time reso-

lution than Fig. 7(a) due to the interframe time being much

larger than the time between voltage data points. Dext occasion-

ally detects multiple bursts, and these coincide closely with

multiple high-voltage probe jumps, suggesting multiple events

taking place in a single shot. It was not possible to image these

multiple events using the high-speed camera because the

events were too separated in time for the camera timing to

bracket these multiple events. However, the camera frequently

captured one of the multiple detected RT-instigated breaking

events, and the time of the captured event image was simulta-

neous with an X-ray scintillator signal.

B. Internal detector, Dint

Dint is made of seven one inch diameter scintillators,

each individually wrapped by aluminum foil and then black

electrical tape. The housing holding the scintillators is

vacuum-tight which allows this detector to be mounted

inside the vacuum chamber. There is approximately 35 cm

between the scintillators and the vacuum chamber axis. Each

of the seven scintillators is linked to its own photomultiplier

FIG. 5. Plot shows the exponential attenuation of the X-ray signal measured

by Dext with the increasing aluminum foil thickness on a logarithmic vertical

axis. Each “x” is a measured signal amplitude normalized to the average

amplitude of the 20 measurements taken with no added attenuating foil.

Signals were allowed to saturate to increase the dynamic range in the more

sensitive measurements, and as a result, some did saturate when no added

foil was used. Signal strengths for saturated signals were estimated by fitting

their pedestals to the pedestal of a scaled signal with a known strength. The

average signal transmission for the number of shots taken with each thickness

of the aluminum foil is shown in black and used to calculate the best fit,

shown as the black dashed line. The red data points and dashed line represent

the noise in the system and help to explain why the best fit diverges at a high

thickness. The noise is calculated as the standard deviation of the data for the

297 lm foil thickness case where no X-rays were observed above the noise.

The best fit is calculated via least-squares using data from Henke et al.27

FIG. 6. Histogram of the times at which the X-ray signal is observed by

Dext.

FIG. 7. (a) shows the timing of the fast jump in the HV probe (horizontal

axis) versus the timing of the X-ray signal measured by Dext (vertical axis),

showing that the X-ray is coincident with the high voltage jump. (b) shows

the time when the plasma breaks apart from the RT instability (horizontal

axis) versus the time of the X-ray signal measured by Dext (vertical axis),

showing that the X-ray signal is also coincident with the time that the jet

breaks apart. Timing when the plasma breaks apart is determined from

images taken with an interframe time of 250 ns, i.e., 4� 106 frames per sec-

ond. Lines shown are linear best fits according to a least square fit.
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tube through a 2 mm diameter 10 m long optical fiber. The

photomultiplier output is measured using a 1 GHz bandwidth

oscilloscope. This system has 5 ns time resolution. The oscil-

loscope has four channels.

Figure 8 shows data from channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Dint.

The signal envelopes show excellent agreement across chan-

nels. In the four datasets, there is no signal until t� 25 ls

when all four channels detect an X-ray burst that lasts about

1.5 ls. Camera images from this shot show that the timing

coincides with the jet breaking.

Figure 9 shows the X-ray data from channel 3 starting

with a macroscopic look at the complete 15 ls dataset at the

top of the figure. The middle plot in Fig. 9 shows a 1 ls

close-up of the X-rays. The bottom plot in Fig. 9 shows a

100 ns ultra-close-up of the data inside the dashed lines of

the middle plot. This figure builds on the Dext data by provid-

ing two important new pieces of information: (i) the X-ray

signal consists of the scintillator collecting dozens to hun-

dreds of discrete X-ray photons during the time when the jet

is breaking and (ii) the X-rays are not mono-energetic as the

observed photons have varying signal amplitudes.

C. Amptek detector, Damptek

The Amptek XR100 Silicon Drift Detector, Damptek,

detects X-rays in the 1–10 keV range and has count rates as

high as 106 counts per second. From Sec. III B, X-ray illumi-

nation rates during the short timespan where X-rays are

detected are �100/1 ls¼ 108 per second. From these count

rates, it is apparent that X-ray emission while the jet breaks

is too fast for Damptek to detect individual photons, but

Damptek is still useful qualitatively as a validation tool.

Damptek and Dint were operated simultaneously on the

experiment. The two detectors validated each other because

when one detector saw an X-ray burst, the other did too.

Equally as important, when one detector did not see an X-

ray signal, the other saw either no X-ray signal or an

extremely weak one.

D. X-ray camera, DCMOS

DCMOS is a Mightex Systems MCE-B013-UW 1.3

Megapixel Windowless Camera with a sheet of aluminum

foil placed in front of the CMOS sensor, a design that yields

a reliable, energy-resolving X-ray detector.28–32 It is

FIG. 8. Sample X-ray data taken by Dint. Four of the seven channels operate

because the 1 GHz oscilloscope only has four inputs. The vertical offset in

each channel’s data is chosen manually for presentation purposes. With no

added offset, all the data prior to 25 ls would sit at the same vertical level.

The figure shows that the signal envelopes from each channel are consistent

with each other.

FIG. 9. The channel 3 data on the top row of this figure are the same data taken by Dint that is shown as channel 3 of Fig. 8. The middle plot shows a zoomed-

in view of 1 ls inside the dashed vertical lines from the top plot during the X-ray burst. The bottom plot shows a 100 ns snapshot, the region in the middle set

of dashed lines blown up.
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important to note here that the term “X-ray” will be used as

an all-encompassing term to describe ionizing radiation with

energy E> 124 eV. X-rays and c-rays are physically the

same, the only distinction is in their origin: X-rays are from

electrons outside the nucleus and from processes such as

Bremsstrahlung, while c-rays are from processes inside the

nucleus. The windowless construction of the camera is

important because most cameras are manufactured with a

protective glass sheet glued directly on the CMOS sensor,

and glass strongly attenuates X-rays at the relevant energies.

This glass sheet can be removed through careful application

of heat to break the glue,28,31 but a simpler solution is to use

a windowless camera. A single sheet of standard, store-

bought aluminum foil is �18 lm thick. This foil transmits

X-rays with energy E> 4 keV (Ref. 27) while blocking visi-

ble light. Pixels impacted by X-rays have intensity propor-

tional to energy deposited by the incoming photon, provided

that the pixel is not saturated. A histogram of the pixel inten-

sities gives the X-ray energy distribution which can be cali-

brated using X-ray sources with known energies.28–32

DCMOS was calibrated using an 87 lCi Co-57 sealed

M€ossbauer source and an 11 lCi Fe-55 stainless steel encap-

sulated source. Co-57 emits at 6.4, 14.4, and 122 keV, while

Fe-55 emits at 5.9 keV. It was observed that X-ray photons

incident on DCMOS deposit their energy in multiple neighbor-

ing pixels, hereby referred to as clusters, most commonly 2

or 3 pixels total. This seemed at first to contradict results

found by Stoeckl et al.30 who reported that “a significant

fraction of the X-ray photons deposit all their energy in one

[13.5 lm � 13.5 lm] pixel.” However, DCMOS has a pixel

size of 5.2 lm � 5.2 lm, less than 1/6 the area of a pixel in

the sensor used by Stoeckl et al. More than 90% of the inci-

dent photons deposit their energy in 6 or fewer pixels, sug-

gesting a similar effective deposition area to that in Stoeckl

et al. To account for deposition in neighboring pixels, we

developed a clustering algorithm where neighboring pixels

are grouped into a single event. From an initial pixel with an

intensity greater than 30, an energy far above the measured

background, neighboring pixels are searched for pixels with

intensity greater than 12, an intensity greater than 99% of the

measured background. If a valid pixel is found, the neighbors

of the new pixel are added to the search. All neighboring pix-

els with intensity greater than 12 are grouped into a single

event with the initial pixel. A sample cluster from a Co-57

X-ray is shown in Fig. 10.

The energies from this calibration are displayed in Fig.

11. The blue data are made up of 155 000 X-rays detected

from the 87 lCi Co-57 sealed M€ossbauer source in 2000

images. The peaks, accented with blue vertical dashed lines,

are assigned using known Co-57 emission energies: the

upper peak is the 14.4 keV X-ray emission and the lower

peak is the 6.4 keV Ka line of a decay product. A histogram

of 54 000 photons detected from the 11 lCi Fe-55 sealed

source in 2000 images is superimposed on the same axes.

Using the calibration from the Co-57 histogram and assum-

ing a linear relationship between the pixel intensity and

energy deposited in a pixel, the orange peak from the Fe-55

data is calculated to be 5.9 keV, an exact match with the

Fe-55 emission.

DCMOS is mounted outside the vacuum chamber with the

same orientation as Dext. Because DCMOS is not a fast cam-

era, it is triggered before the plasma shot and exposed during

the whole duration of the shot. One image is obtained per

shot. As a complement to Dext, DCMOS is calibrated using

known X-ray energies, and so, it directly measures the

energy deposited by X-rays emitted from the jet. Figure 12 is

a histogram that shows the X-ray energies. The blue data

labeled “1 layer” shows the X-rays from 50 shots when only

a single sheet of aluminum foil is placed in front of the cam-

era sensor. This single sheet has the duty of blocking all visi-

ble light while passing X-rays. A distribution of energy of

FIG. 10. A partial image from DCMOS, showing a typical energy deposit on

the camera sensor. This particular image is a Co-57 X-ray. The four pixels

that contain the energy deposited from the X-ray are outlined in red. The

yellow pixel contains the largest deposited energy. The pixel intensity of

�30 is much larger than where no interaction has occurred and thus is easily

recognized.

FIG. 11. Histograms of detected X-ray energies from an 87 lCi Co-57

sealed M€ossbauer source (blue) and an 11 lCi sealed Fe-55 source (orange)

using DCMOS. 2000 images are taken with DCMOS exposed to Co-57, result-

ing in the detection of approximately 155 000 X-ray photons, and 54 000

X-ray photons are detected during 2000 frame exposure to the Fe-55 source.

Dashed vertical lines highlight the peaks of the respective sources. The two

peaks from Co-57 are fitted to known data, 6.4 keV for the lower and

14.4 keV for the upper. By assuming a linear relationship between energy

deposited and pixel intensity, the peak associated with the Fe-55 source is

calculated to be at 5.9 keV, an exact match with the documented Fe-55

emission.
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the X-rays is shown where the majority have energy between

4 keV and 9 keV. The 5.8 keV energy estimate from Dext

shows excellent agreement with DCMOS.

Aluminum foil is sequentially added in front of DCMOS to

illustrate how the spectrum of detected photons changes with

attenuation. Like the blue data in Fig. 12, each subsequent spec-

trum is also made up of data from 50 shots. As foil is added,

the spectrum amplitude in Fig. 12 decreases as expected. Also

as expected, the foil appears to attenuate a larger fraction of the

incident X-ray photons with lower energy.

IV. MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS

The magnetic field evolution has been measured by an

axially translatable radial B-dot probe array33–35 that records

Br, B/, and Bz at 11 radial locations spaced 2 cm apart. The

probe is aligned normal to the electrode perimeter so that the

respective r, /, and z directions of the probe coils correspond

to the chamber r, /, and z coordinates. Figure 1 shows the

magnetic probe array oriented such that it is positioned

above the center of the electrodes.

By translating the probe through a sequence of z posi-

tions for a sequence of plasma shots and measuring Br, B/,

and Bz at the 11 radial locations, an r–z plane view of the

magnetic field can be constructed. The configuration has

high reproducibility before the kink starts, but during the

kink and RT instabilities, the plasma has poor reproducibil-

ity. At later times, reproducibility is partially restored.

At each axial position z, data from 10 shots are averaged

to give ~Bðr; z ¼ zprobe; tÞ for fixed zprobe. Thus, the measure-

ment indicates an ensemble average. The probe is translated

by Dz ¼ 2.5 cm, and the process is repeated. The final 110-

point dataset is ~Bðr; z; tÞ for grid points r¼ 0, 2, 4,…, 20 cm

and z¼ 7.5, 10, 12.5,…,30 cm. The measurements are

recorded with 10 ns resolution by 100 megasample per sec-

ond digitizers. The electrode location defines z¼ 0, and the

poloidal flux is defined as

wðr; z; tÞ ¼
ðr

0

Bzðr0; z; tÞ2pr0dr0; (1)

which can be discretized as

wðr; z; tÞ ¼ Dr
Xr0¼r

r0¼0

Bzðr0; z; tÞ2pr0; (2)

where Dr ¼ 2 cm is the radial distance between stations in

the B-dot probe array. One key assumption that is evident

from this integration is that the ensemble average magnetic

field measurement Bðr; z; tÞ is constant in the toroidal /̂
direction. The poloidal current is defined as

Iðr; z; tÞ ¼ 2p
l0

rB/ðr; z; tÞ: (3)

The top row of Fig. 13 shows camera frames from 5 to

35 ls. These images show that the jet flows without kinking

until about 15–20 ls and that the RT occurs at 25–30 ls. The

second from top row shows the corresponding evolution of

wðr; z; tÞ, and the third from top row shows the evolution of

Iðr; z; tÞ: Once the jet propagates past z¼ 7.5 cm, the mag-

netic probe array registers a signal, and from 7.5 to 20 ls, jet

propagation in the þz direction is clearly evident from both

the camera frames and the I, w plots. This initial segment of

the jet evolution has high reproducibility.

The next phase starts at the onset of the kink instability

which is then followed by the RT instability breaking the jet.

The exact timing varies from shot to shot as is shown in Fig.

7. For the particular photograph sequence shown in the top

row of Fig. 13, the RT instability starts at �25 ls. Figure 13

shows that the flux surfaces become irregular with reduced

shot-to-shot reproducibility from 25 to approximately 35 ls.

It is at times in this interval that X-rays are observed (bottom

row).

Figure 13 shows that the magnetic flux profile changes

abruptly at the time of RT. After the RT, X-rays, and other

associated simultaneous phenomena, the w profile differs

from its prior profile. There is also evidence from the third

row of Fig. 13 that the shot-averaged Iðr; z; tÞ transiently

goes to zero at certain axial locations which indicates a break

in the shot-averaged Jz circuit. Observation of the changing

magnetic field at the spatial and temporal scale of the RT rip-

ples is not possible because the spatial scale of these ripples

is smaller than the probe spatial resolution and because the

location of the RT instability varies from shot to shot.

V. PHENOMENA SIMULTANEOUS WITH RT
INSTABILITY

The combined observation of eight different simulta-

neous phenomena at the time of the RT instability provides

strong circumstantial evidence that the RT instigates an

anomalous event that is outside the scope of ideal MHD.

These phenomena are as follows:

1. The high speed camera shows that the jet appears to

undergo a RT instability and then break apart.23

2. There is a transient EUV burst22 at the RT location.

FIG. 12. Histograms of X-ray energies from the Caltech jet experiment.

Each individual histogram is X-ray detection with a different thickness of

the attenuating aluminum foil between DCMOS and the jet. The number of

foil sheets includes the single sheet required for DCMOS to function as an

X-ray detector, i.e., there are 0, 1, 3, and 7 layers of the additional attenua-

tion material added for attenuation for each spectrum, respectively. Each

spectrum includes X-rays seen during plasma 50 shots. The energy spectrum

is in excellent agreement with the findings from Dext.
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3. The spectrometer shows22 Ar II line emission before the

RT instability but Ar III and Ar IV emission during the

RT instability; this indicates electron heating.

4. An rf magnetic probe indicates a burst of high frequency

waves,22 tentatively identified as whistlers.

5. The spectrometer shows22 increased Doppler broadening

of the ion lines; this indicates ion heating.

6. The magnetic probe array shows that the magnetic field

morphology after breaking is substantially different from

before.

7. The high voltage probe shows a 500–1000 V jump.

8. There is a transient burst of X-rays.

VI. ENERGY AND ELECTRIC FIELD ESTIMATION

The energy in the capacitor bank driving the jet is Wc

¼ CV2=2 ¼ 120 lF� ð5 kVÞ2=2 ¼ 1:5 kJ. The thermal

energy in the particles in the breaking region is

Wth ¼ nVkbT, where n is the particle density, V is the volume

of the region assumed to be a cylinder, and T is the tempera-

ture. Assuming a nominal radius r¼ 2 cm and length l¼ 0.4

m, this volume is V ¼ pr2L ¼ 5� 10�4 m3: Using the nomi-

nal density n ¼ 3� 1022 m�3 from the laser interferometer25

and temperature T¼ 2 eV, the thermal energy in the particles

is Wth ¼ nVkbT ¼ 5 J. The circuit magnetic energy at the

time of the X-ray burst is Wmag ¼ LI2=2 ¼ 54 nH

�ð60 kAÞ2=2 ¼ 100 J. Calibration of Dext using X-rays from

a thorium reference source and taking into account the solid

angle subtended by Dext indicate that the radiated X-ray

energy is �10–8 J, indicating that only a tiny fraction of the

electrons emit X-rays. This imposes the important constraint

that any proposed mechanism for accelerating electrons to

high energy in a collisional plasma should work on only a

tiny fraction of the electrons.

Since argon’s K-shell energy is 3.2 keV,36 atomic line

radiation cannot explain the observed �6 keV photons. As

additional evidence that the radiation is not from Argon’s K-

shell, Fig. 12 presented in Sec. III D shows that the energy of

the emitted photons from the plasma is not mono-energetic

or at multiple specific lines.

This elimination of K-shell radiation suggests

Bremsstrahlung to be the likely mechanism. A 6 keV elec-

tron travels at v� 5� 107 m/s. The X-ray pulse lasts approx-

imately 1 ls as seen in the top trace in Fig. 4. If a 2 eV

electron uniformly accelerates to 6 keV in 0.5 ls, an electric

field E¼ 520 V/m would be required and the electron would

travel 11 m. If the acceleration time constraint was doubled

to 1 ls, the acceleration would result in the electron traveling

twice the distance: 22 m. Such long acceleration distances

are not credible because the high-speed imaging shows that

the breaking region has a scale length of �10 cm. If, instead,

the electron reaches 6 keV in 10 cm, then an E¼ 6� 104 V/

m electric field is required and the acceleration of an individ-

ual electron would take only �4 ns if it did not collide. This

electric field is much smaller than the Dreicer37 electric field

ED ¼ 5:6� 10�18neZT�1
e ln K ¼ 8� 105 V/m, so the plasma

would be collisional and not running away (i.e., not having

all electrons accelerated to high energy).

Figure 8 shows that the X-ray signal consists of dozens

to hundreds of discrete photons emitted throughout the

FIG. 13. Timing relationships for camera images, poloidal magnetic flux, poloidal current, and X-rays. The top row shows false color images of the plasma

taken every 5 ls using a high-speed camera. The plasma jet is clearly seen propagating down the chamber from right to left as time increases from 5 to 20 ls.

The kink and RT instabilities break apart the plasma at t� 25ls in this set of images. The second row (denoted w) shows poloidal flux contours calculated

from magnetic probe measurements using Eq. (2) for times corresponding to the photos in the top row (the black line is where B/ ¼ 0). As in the photographs,

the poloidal flux surfaces are clearly stretching from right to left during the 5 to 20 ls interval, coincident with the jet traveling down the chamber. After the

RT instability breaks apart the plasma, the flux surfaces change substantially. The third row of images (denoted rB/) shows the poloidal current in arbitrary

units. The colorbar on the right-hand side applies to all seven plots. The jet right to left motion from 5 to 20 ls can also be seen clearly in these plots. After 20

ls, the poloidal current surfaces become more random, and there are locations where the current vanishes or changes the sign, i.e., there is a current disruption.

The sign change is highlighted by the white color in the colormap which makes it easy to observe. The bottom plot is stretched over all 7 columns and shows

X-ray scintillator signals for 10 of the 100 shots used to make the poloidal flux and poloidal current plots in the second and third rows. The 10 X-ray signals

occur at times 25 ls < t< 32 ls, and Fig. 7 shows that the X-ray signals are coincident with the RT instability and voltage jump. The temporal irreproducibil-

ity of the RT signal and associated phenomena is evident from the scatter in the times for the 10 X-ray signals. This scatter indicates that the magnetic plots

must be considered as an ensemble average of the poloidal flux and current over many shots.
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�1 ls time interval when the jet is breaking. This suggests

that electron acceleration continuously occurs during the

entire 1 ls interval. This multiplicity of photons is consistent

with the acceleration of individual electrons in 4 ns over a

10 cm path by E¼ 6� 104 V/m.

VII. DISCUSSION

An inductive electric field could arise in a manner simi-

lar to (but with more extreme parameters) the spark that

occurs when a toaster is unplugged from the wall; this is in

effect an opening switch voltage source.38–40 When a toaster

is unplugged, the circuit produces a large LdI/dt voltage that

attempts to keep the electric current flowing; here, L is the

inductance of the wiring up to the wall socket. This situation

is also analogous to a log pile-up on a fast-moving river with

the river flow velocity corresponding to current, the mass of

the upstream river water to inductance, the momentum of

this upstream water to magnetic flux, and the pressure drop

across the log pile-up analogous to the voltage drop LdI/dt.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the RT instability breaking the jet

acts like the opening switch because the RT instability

chokes the current channel diameter d to be smaller than the

ion skin depth c/xpi. When this happens, the electron drift

velocity vd ¼ J/ne becomes of the order of the Alfv�en veloc-

ity vA ¼ B=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0nmi
p

.23 It is reasonable to presume that the

plasma cannot conduct an electric current requiring such a

large electron drift velocity; thus, the choke region behaves

as an opening switch that interrupts the current and a voltage

LdI/dt appears across the gap.41–43 This is also like the pres-

sure drop across the log pile-up in the river analogy.

The plasma and initial power supply electric circuit can be

modeled as an LC circuit, where C is from the capacitor bank

power supply and L comes from both the plasma and the

cabling up to the plasma. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show this cir-

cuit diagram immediately before and after the RT instability

breaks the plasma apart. When the circuit is closed, the LC
circuit quarter-cycle time is t1=4 ¼ p=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC
p

. The observed

current rise-time is �4 ls, so using the 120 lF of the fast

capacitor bank gives L ’ 54 nH, most of which is in the path

from the capacitor to where the circuit opens. The Pulse

Forming Network (PFN) cables have a similar inductance. The

electric current flowing in the jet at the time of the RT instabil-

ity is �60 kA, and the circuit has L¼ 54 nH, so interrupting

this circuit produces a voltage of V ¼ LdI/dt across the gap

shown in Fig. 3(b). It is important to note that this inductive

LdI/dt voltage is not related to the voltage on the capacitor

bank and could be much larger. Jiang et al.39 and Takaki

et al.40 discussed this in great detail.

The actual interruption of this current is not instanta-

neous and likely has shorter duration than the observed X-

ray burst. A nominal interruption time of 500 ns is chosen

based upon growth rates for the RT instability from Moser.23

The direct estimation from the images in Ref. 23 yields

cRT ¼ 1� 106=s, and the calculation using the measured

effective gravity and observed ripple wavelength gives

cRT ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
geff k

p
¼ 3� 106=s, where both geff and k come from

the images in Ref. 23. Choosing a nominal interruption time

intermediate between the observed and calculated growth

rates, 500 ns, will produce an inductive voltage of V
¼ LdI=dt ’ 6 kV; this is consistent with accelerating elec-

trons to �6 keV. The value of 6 keV is nominal because

some electrons may be accelerated to higher energies while

only emitting Bremsstrahlung photons of lower energy since

their slowing-down collisions can be less than head-on.

The simultaneous substantive change in the global shot-

averaged poloidal flux structure from before to after the RT

instability, the X-ray evidence for a large transient electric

field, and the six other measurements listed in Sec. V provide

strong circumstantial evidence that a fast magnetic reconnec-

tion event is instigated by the RT instability. If one were to

argue that there is no magnetic reconnection event, i.e., if

one were to argue that magnetic flux remains frozen into the

plasma frame throughout the time when the above eight phe-

nomena occur, then there would be no electric field in the

plasma frame and so no means for accelerating electrons to

high energy. Furthermore, the voltage transient observed by

the high voltage probe indicates that there is a sudden change

in the magnetic flux linked by the electric circuit going

from the inner electrode to the outer electrode. If magnetic

flux were frozen into the plasma, then no such change in flux

linked by this circuit could occur, and so, no voltage tran-

sient would be observed at the electrodes.

At this point, the questions from the introduction re-

emerge: (i) How does a small subset of particles get energized?

(ii) How is the subset selected? (iii) Why can this subset accel-

erate while the plasma is both cold and collisional? We postu-

late the mechanism is as follows: The key ideas are the energy

dependence of the mean free path and the statistical nature of

the mean free path. The plasma is very dense and so there are

a large number of electrons in the reconnection region. The

reconnection electric field accelerates all the electrons, but

because the plasma is very collisional with a mean free path

initially on the order of 1 lm, only e–1 of the electrons are suc-

cessfully accelerated over the whole mean free path as 1 – e–1

� 0.66 of the electrons are scattered. The ones that did not col-

lide are then moving with more kinetic energy than initially, so

their next mean free path is longer. Again, e–1 are successfully

accelerated and gain even more energy than previously. This

cycle of acceleration and increasing mean free path repeats

over the reconnection distance. This type of acceleration can

not only explain the X-ray observation but also the EUV obser-

vation as particles that only accelerate part of the way before

radiating could easily emit EUV. Because of the high density,

a tiny but macroscopic number of initially thermal electrons

can successfully accelerate to keV energies and then finally

collide to emit a large energy photon. A full quantitative

description of this proposed mechanism will be reported

separately.

VIII. CONCLUSION

An X-ray burst with a spectrum of energies on the order

of 6 keV is observed to be emitted from a cold, collisional

MHD-driven plasma jet when it undergoes a kink-instigated

RT instability. The burst has been detected by four different

detectors: Dext, Dint, Damptek, and DCMOS. Combined data

from all 4 detectors show that the burst consists of dozens to
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hundreds of non-mono-energetic X-ray photons emitted in

the direction of the detector over a timespan of approxi-

mately 1 ls.

The X-ray burst is correlated in time with magnetic data

that show a clear change in the magnetic topology of the sys-

tem. Six other diagnostics show abrupt changes at the same

time. The high speed camera shows the jet undergoing a

kink, a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and then breaking apart,

EUV optics image a transient EUV burst, electron and ion

heating takes place, a burst of high frequency waves tenta-

tively labeled as whistlers is seen, and a high voltage probe

shows a 500–1000 V jump.

These eight measurements are consistent with the expla-

nation that a fast 3-D magnetic reconnection event results

from the current in the jet being choked down and disrupted.

The proposed statistical avalanching acceleration mechanism

explains these observations and is likely relevant to solar and

astrophysical plasmas.
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